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Abstract -  Named data Networking (NDN) is emerging internet architecture according to today scenario about devices which 

function in internet of everything environment. NDN-architecture forked from content-centric networking. NDN router works on in 

path caching although other existing network architecture also having in-path caching mechanism but NDN works with the proper 

data structure and specialized interest packet handling mechanism which makes unique NDN architecture among several existing 

network architectures. It stores incoming interest packet address which in form of array of string containing alphanumeric values 

separated by (‘/’) delimited.  While in Flat TCP/IP architecture IP address is used, which is not justifying today internet 

requirement where data handling is more important than machine and exactly NDN has hit this weakness of TCP/IP module, NDN 

follow only data address instead of machine address, but string is used for naming which leads to exhaustive memory consumption 

and extra lookup time for particular interest in table so proposed methodology reduces space complexity and lookup cost (i.e. time 

complexity). By using the encoding technique which potentially restrict the memory usage. In encoding technique encode the 

element of a name prefixes with an automatically generated unique number. This paper, based on reduction the lookup up cost and 

the insertion cost for a request. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

  The recently formed Named data networking (NDN) the 

upcoming internet architecture which is based on content-

centric approach, and focuses on the content itself rather 

than “where the content is available”. Two crucial efforts 

provided by the NDN: focus on “what data” required not 

where data is available and secure the data not the 

container. NDN packets transmit the names instead of 

source and destination address. Basically, NDN contains 

two types of the packet of communication, Interest packet 

and Data packet. NDN is a new architecture so it has 

many challenges like, but most promising challenges are 

size reduction of PIT and lookup and insertion cost in the 

PIT. In this paper discuss lookup and insertion cost in the 

PIT. NDN has many advantages over TCP/IP model. 1) 

NDN focus on data instead of IP address. 2) In TCP/IP 

model to get data, it needed to make the secure path and 

once you authenticate with the server, you trust the 

content, but in NDN we need to make the secure data 

instead of the path. So here data more secure in 

comparison to TCP/IP model. 3) NDN is stateful instead 

of stateless, in TCP/IP model request not store in router so 

it is stateless but in NDN, if it once forwarded the content 

it will Store that content till request will not satisfy. This 

paper, present how the lookup cost will reduce. Here no 

need to search Each and Every component in the 

component trie. Designed a time efficient scheme to 

reduce the lookup cost. 

 

 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

In existing NDN architecture need to search each and 

every request in the PIT from starting to end. Which is a 

time-consuming process to resolve the request. Many 

researchers gave a solution for lookup in NDN. 

 

  Saxena et.al [1], Radiant: they have proposed framework 

which consists of Name lookup module and Encoding 

module further Encoding module having two component 

name decomposition and Compact Radix Trie, each name 

prefixes decompose into individual component and assign 

token and these token now stored in PIT using Name 

Radix Trie by doing this they have claim memory 

efficiency but it will increase pre-processing complexity 

before storing named prefixes into PIT. 

 

         Yuan et.al [2] Reliably Scalable Name Prefix 

Lookup. In this paper proposed longest name prefix 

lookup design based on the binary search of hash tables 

organized by the numbers of name components in the 

prefixes. For forwarding rules that have up to k name 

components in each prefix, regardless of their specific 

characteristics, this design always guarantees at most log 

(k) hash lookups. But the pitfalls are in hash table 

collision problem will occur. 

 

           Yuan et.al [3] they have used the binary search of 

hash table which is used for IP address lookup in TCP/IP 

but they have used for NDN and proposed LNPM design 

which gives O(log(k)) in worst cases here k indicates a 
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number of components. They also extend their work with 

level pulling algorithm optimization of LNPM which 

works on observation but they issue with their module is 

arbitrarily they have chosen prefixes which is having 

length up to seven component which may fail in real time 

where average URL having length more than seven and 

also they are not static in length so their model may face 

problem while handling dynamic length of prefixes. 

 

          Miguel et al [4] IP Address Lookup Using a 

Dynamic Hash Function. They introduced IP address 

lookup algorithm that relates statistical analysis of the FIB 

to reduce memory usage for hash-based lookup. By 

introducing three dedicated data structures, index table, 

hash table, and small search group, here search space 

minimized by reducing the size of the lookup table. Using 

only one hash table not only limits the memory 

requirements but also reduces the complexity of the 

algorithm. To establish the lookup tables they proposed 

this algorithm. 

 

           Schneider et.al [5] IP Lookups Using Multiple 

ways and Multicolumn Search. To overcome from longest 

matching prefix problem they have used basic binary 

search technique which works on encoding a name 

prefixes at the starting and end of the range and again 

processes for best-matching prefix associated with a 

range. The less complexity of algorithm tends to be 

attractive for use for commercial purpose routers that 

have smaller routing tables. For IPv6, introduced a multi-

column search technique that eliminates multiplicative 

factor of W/M inherent in basic binary search by selecting 

M bits columns wise for binary search, and jumping 

among columns using pre-computed information to obtain 

better measured.  

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 

This section, described our proposed framework for the 

PIT and will discuss the look-up time efficiency for PIT 

which reduces lookup cost i.e. Time complexity (amount 

of time, which is used for access to pending interest 

packet from PIT table). In this paper for matching the 

prefixes, TRIE data structure is used. Because TRIE data 

structure basically used for searching string prefixes 

efficiently and time complexity is O(M) where M is 

length of name prefixes while after using BST it will have 

(M*log N) time complexity here N indicates number of 

keys is used for BST, but here proposed work is to  

modified the Trie algorithm to make enhance lookup 

performance. 

• Component trie 

• Component Cache based on hash table technique 

• Token Stack 

• Frequency Array 

 

1.Cache- when interest packet arrives, name prefixes 

decomposed into component. Now each and every 

component compared with existing prefixes in cache. If 

any component present, then it will hit and take the token 

with the help of corresponding address and increase the 

frequency in frequency map. If any component will miss 

then it will go to Component Trie and insert the 

component. 

 

2.Compressed Component Trie- a kind of data structure 

which is basically used for name prefixes. It is 

compressed Trie. 

 

3.Token frequency map is used to keep track of the 

frequency corresponding to token. 

 

4.Stack is used for keeping the free token. 

 

5.Encoded Name Trie is used for the encoded named 

which have to be retrieve from component Trie. 

 

IV. PROPOSED MODEL 

 

When interest packet arrives at NDN router and satisfies 

request on content store then NDN router response with 

the data packet. If request not found then go to PIT (with 

the framework) decompose the request in components and 

match the component in cache .if component matched in 

cache then fetch the token to the corresponding 

component with the help of address pointer. And go with 

frequency array and increase the frequency of token 

(which tokens are hit). If component is absent then go to 

component Trie and search the component. If component 

found then increase the frequency in frequency array by 1. 

If component not present, then insert that component and 

assign token (if token is available to stack, then pop the 

token and assign to new component, if not present then 

assign the new token incremented by 1. 

 

V. AVERAGE ACCESS TIME FOR COMPONENT 

TRIE 

 

CTavg =H (Tc) + (1-H) (Tc+Tt) + frequency increment cost. 

CT avg: Average time to access for component from Cache  

              and trie. 
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H:  Probability to hit the component in cache 

Tc: Time to access component in cache. 

1-H: Probability to miss the component in cache. 

Tt: Time to access component in component trie. 

 

Frequency increment cost is time to update the frequency 

in the array. Which will be content so it will not add in 

lookup 

 

VI. PREFIXES EVALUATION FLOW 

 

 

Algorithm 1: Decomposed the request into components 

 

input    : I: Interest message 
              CS: Content Store 
              PIT : Pending Interest Table 
              FIB: Forwarding Interest Table 
              data lifetime: Content lifetime 
output   : DO: Data Object for each component DO: 
 

1. if(component hit in cache==1) 
2.       frequency= frequency+1  
3.       return token  
4.   else 
5.       goto  
6.       component trie 
7.   if(component present in trie ==1) 
8.       frequency=frequency+1   
9.       return token 
10.  else  

11.    Insert the component and assign the new       
   token to the component  

 

 

VII. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 

 

For this analysis here, three parameters is taken which are 

as follow Page replacement algorithm, complexity, 

number of traversals. 

 

A. Page hit ratio 

When any request will arrive at pending interest table it 

will check on the component cache (part of the pit). In 

this condition, if the cache is full then apply the page 

replacement algorithm and calculate the hit ratio. Here 

three algorithms has taken into consideration which are 

described as First come first serve (FCFS), least recently 

used (LRU), frequency-based replacement (FBR). FBR is 

the proposed algorithm in our scheme. For simplicity, we 

assumed that cache size (CS) and no of components 

(NoC) respectively 5 and 20. Assume frequency of yahoo, 

gmail, in, com, www are 3, 4, 8, 1, 6 respectively. 

Assume 20 components are respectively yahoo, email, in, 

com, www, google, yahoo, email, in, com, www, google, 

com, www, in, google, yahoo, in, com, google. 

Efficiency calculated for given data 

Efficiency η =  
  

  
 × 100 

 

Hc = Number of hit component into Component              

         Cache. 

Tc = Total number of component. 
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B. Complexity 

In our scheme, based on mainly to reduce lookup cost. To 

achieve this we proposed component cache based on Hash 

Table technique.  

Time complexity for compressed Component Trie. 

 

∑   
      i*k)  

         = O (N*k) 
 

C. Time complexity for component cache based on hash 

table technique 

This section describe component cache based on hash 

table technique in our work. So if any component will 

search on component cache, it will give the result in 

constant time i.e. O(1). 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 Our work identified two kinds of problem in existing 

system 1) storing variable length consuming more 

memory. Which is not efficient for NDN router because 

NDN router has less memory to store a large amount of 

data so it will deplete soon so reduce this problem we will 

add new data structure in existing Scheme. 2) whenever 

required content requested or reply received by NDN 

router, an Exact matching technique is used for lookup to 

decide whether entry existing or not a particular instance 

of time. While the Existing system is checking Character 

by character which is time-consuming. To overcome this 

problem this paper proposed time efficient scheme for 

PIT lookup cost that is component replacement algorithm 

FRB.                            
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